
Graysburg Hills Golf Course 
 





All golf greens are OB for all divisions. 

The primary cut (actual putting surface) is 

the OB line. The fringe is NOT OB. Do not 

throw from a green.  

Bunkers are OB for Pro men. 

Bunkers are NOT OB for all other 

divisions. 

Keep carts away from greens and golf 

course tee boxes. 



406 ft   Par 3 

 

Long uphill  

drive to pin 

protected by 

2 large 

bunkers. 

 

Bunkers are 

OB for Pros. 

 

Bunkers are 

NOT OB for 

all other 

divisions. 



233 ft      Par 3 

 

Short , slightly 

uphill drive to pin 

protected by 2 

bunkers. The green 

behind is OB. 

 

This should be a 

fairly easy birdie 

opportunity, so 

don’t let it get away! 

 

Bunkers are OB for 

Pros, NOT OB for 

all other divisions. 



499 ft    Par 3 

 

Fun, downhill 

drive to pin set 

inside a grove 

of trees. 

 

Bomb this one 

and get a 

chance at a 2. 

 

Cart path on 

right and 

beyond is OB 

for Pros only. 



676 ft  Par 

4 

 

Break out 

the 

backhand 

roller for 

this hole! 

Super fun 

bomb 

downhill to 

a pin 

centered in 

a small 

grove. 



301 ft   Par 3 

 

Break out 

the accurate 

uphill drive 

and get the 

deuce. The 

green on top 

of the hill is 

OB. 



581 ft – Pro Tee 

436 ft – 

Am/Ladies 

Par 4 

 

Hole 6 ushers in 

the really beautiful 

stretch of holes. 

Another great 

downhill crank to 

a pin perched 

atop a mound on 

the left of the 

fairway. 



377 ft   Par 3 

 

Downhill 

drive to pin 

on another 

mound. The 

downhill 

makes the 

377 ft play 

shorter than 

expected. 

Another great 

deuce 

opportunity. 

Road on right 

and beyond 

is OB. 



718 ft – Pro Tee 

218 ft – Am/Ladies  

 
Don’t let the water get 

you! Bunkers are OB 

for Pros only. 

 

Pros will need to 

control their distance 

off the tee to avoid the 

water. Ams can feel 

relatively at ease with 

plenty of room on the 

right to play safe.  

 

Property line on right 

and beyond is OB. 



176 ft     Par 3 

 

This is the 

obligatory 

wooded hole! Not 

very tight, but 

there is an OB 

fence on the left 

and OB property 

line stakes 

behind.  

 

3967 



616 ft     Par 4 

 

The drive needs 

to be controlled 

here or players 

will end up falling 

off left and 

greatly increasing 

the distance of 

the second shot. 

Good drives will 

hold the turn and 

make the shelf 

where the fairway 

begins. OB fence 

on far left. 



559 ft      Par 4 

 

Blind drive through 

the gap to a pin 

perched atop a 

mound on the right 

of the OB green.  

Make sure you clear 

the hill or a birdie 

three will be very 

tough. 



503 ft – Pro Tee 

392 ft – Am/Ladies 

 

This hole will score 

like a par 4 based 

on the uphill factor. 

Big arms may be 

able to reach the 

green in one shot. 

Is your arm big 

enough? 



550 ft     Par 4 

 
Another great 

opportunity for the 

backhand roller! 

Whichever type of 

throw you 

choose, the 

second shot will 

be the critical 

one. The basket 

sits below the OB 

green and is blind 

for much of the 

hole. Bunkers are 

OB for Pros only. 



349 ft    Par 3 

 

The bunkers 

are the 

centerpiece of 

this uphill hole. 

Lots of shot will 

land on the 

beach. Be 

careful with 

your approach 

as the hill falls 

off in all 

directions. 

Bunkers are 

OB for Pros 

only. 



500 ft – Pro 

Tee 

288 ft – 

Am/Ladies Tee 

Par 3 
Once again, the 

water takes 

center stage. 

Pros will have 

more to deal 

with. Ams can be 

slightly more 

aggressive. Play 

smart and keep 

your favorite 

driver! 

Bunker is OB for 

Pros only. 



300 ft      Par 3 

 

Nice and easy Par 

3 with a postage 

stamp green. If you 

stay on the green, 

give yourself a pat 

on the back. If you 

get the deuce, have 

another pat! 



379 ft     Par 3 

 
Blind, over the hill 

shot to another 

mounded green. Be 

sure to control your 

turn or pay the 

consequences. 

This hole is 

reachable so send 

a spotter to view 

the drives. There is 

an OB wooden 

fence/property line 

that runs the length 

of the hole on the 

right. 



500 ft – Pro Tee 

288 ft – 

Am/Ladies Tee 

Par 3 
Two completely 

different holes. 

Ams play lower tee 

to right side pin. 

Pros play upper 

tee to longer left 

side pin. The 

green is OB as 

well as the road on 

left. Ams please be 

very careful and 

avoid tombstoning 

a disc on the OB 

green.  Bunkers 

are  

OB for Pros only. 


